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The present invention relates to tools for crimping 
metal tube ?ttings to secure the ?ttings to ?exible-tubing 
such as rubber and composition air hose and the like and 
to make a ?uid-tight joint between the tubing and the 
?tting. ‘ ‘ < , . ' . 

An object of the invention is to provide a‘ sturdy, dura 
ble, adjustable Crimping tool which may be operated 
easily and manufactured inexpensively. ‘ 
A further object of the invention. is‘ to avoid kinking 

of the ?exible hosing or other tubing to which the lit 
tingis attached without permitting the skirt of the ?tting 
to ?are. 

Still another object of the invention is to locate the 
crimp formed in the ?tting accurately‘ with respect to 
the longitudinal dimensions of the ‘?ttings so that an‘ ade 
quate length of skirt will be formed while insuring that 
the tubing attached to the ?tting is securely clamped and 
at a suf?cient distance from the end thereof. 

Other and further objects, features and advantages of 
the invention will become apparent as the description pro 
ceeds. ‘ “ i 

In carrying out the invention in accordance with“ a 
preferred form thereof,‘a rectangular base-plate‘is em 
ployed of oblong shape, approximately twice as long as 
wide, with a central cutaway portion. Inwardly directed 
channels are formed along two sides of the ‘front sur' 
face of the base-plate and a‘ crosshead is provided with 
edges slidably ?tting in the channels. ‘ ‘ 

Crimping rollers are mounted at one end of the‘base 
plate. A crimping roller unit consisting of one or two 
crimping rollers is also mounted on the crosshead so 
that the tool may be rotated around the tube ?tting and 
the crimping rollers may be forced into engagement with 
the lateral surface of the tube ‘?tting by‘ rotation of‘an 
adjusting screw provided for adjusting the crosshead. 
A better understanding ofi‘the invention will be‘ af 

forded by the following detailed description‘tconsidered 
in conjunction with the accompanying‘drawing, in which: . 

, Fig. 1 is a plan view of a crimping tool forming an em 
bodiment of the invention.“ ‘ ‘ i1 ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a view of a longitudinal section‘ represented 
as cut by a broken plane 2—2 indicated in‘Fi'g. 1. 

Fig. 3 is an end view of the apparatus‘ of ‘Figs, 1‘ and‘2 
as seen from the ‘end away from the adjustingh'andle. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary enlarged‘ view in longitudinal 
section of the apparatus showing a‘ ?tting which has been 
attached to the end of a length of‘ tubing‘ and showing a 
portion of one of the crimping rollers. ‘ ‘ “ 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary longitudinal sectional‘ view of 
one of the crimping rollers. ‘ > ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Fig. 6 is a view of the'ilongitudinal section of a‘ media 
?ed crimping roller arrangement.‘ ‘ ‘ 

Fig. 7 is‘ a detail plan view of ‘a swinging locating 
member, and ‘ ‘ 7 1 ‘ ' 1 ‘ ‘ 

Fig. 8 is an elevation of the locating member. 
Like reference characters are utilized throughout the 

. drawings to designate like parts. ‘ v . 
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tangular or oblong base-plate 11 approximately twice 
as long as wide with a pair of crown, crimping rollers 12 
and13rotatably secured to one end of the base-plate, 
and a slidable crosshead 14 which in turn carries a crimp 
ing roller unit ‘consisting in the arrangement illustrated of 
a pair of crown, crimping rollers 15 and 16 rotatably 
mounted on the crosshead 14. It will be understood, how 
ever, that the invention is not limited thereto and if 
desired the crimping roller means carried by‘ the cross 
head 14 slidable on the base-plate 11 may consist‘ of a 
single roller instead of two. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ . 

There is an adjusting screw 17 with a ‘knurled knob 
or handle 18 for either backing off the crosshead 14 or 
moving it toward the end of the base-plate 11 carrying 
the crimping rollers 12 and 13 for forcing the rollers 
against the lateral surface of a threaded tube ?tting 19 
in order to crimp the ?tting 19 around theend 21 ofa 
length of tubing 22 for securing the ?tting 19 to .the 
tubing 22 and making a ?uid-tight joint for enabling 
threaded connections to be made to ?exible tubing or 
hose, carrying gases or liquids. ‘ . ‘ 

For rotatably securing the ?xed crimping rollers 12 
and 13 at the end of the base-plate 11, ?at-head shoul 
der screws 23 are provided each having a head consist= 
ing of ‘a cylindrical portion 24 and a ?ange or shoulder 
25 with an eye or slot 26 for receiving a screw driver and 

' a threaded shank .27 extending through one‘ of two 
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lathe form of crimping tool illustrated there is a rec- _ 

openings 28 in the plate 11 and secured to the‘plate 11 
by nuts 29. The rollers 12 and 13 each has a bore'v9 
and a counter bore 10 of‘ such size as to form a free 
running’?t with the head portions 24 ‘and 25 ofvone of 
the screws 23 so that the heads of the screws 23 serve 
as journals for the rollers 12 and 13. i It will‘be ob 
served that the central portion of the base-plate 11 is 
cut away to leave an elongated, substantially six~sided 
opening 31 for permitting tube ?ttings 19 ‘and lengths 
of tubing or ?exible hosing 22 to be passed‘through the 
opening‘31. ‘ ‘ > ‘ “ 

In order that the crosshead 14 may be accurately 
mounted on the plate 11 for longitudinal sliding ‘move 
ment thereon and without warping or twisting in angu 
lar relationship thereto, the base-plate 11 is formed with 
confronting channels 32 and“ 33 at the sides thereof ex— 
tending along the front surface 34‘ of the base-plate 11. 
The channels 32 and 33 are formed by overhanging 
ledges 35. ~ ‘ i 

For slidable mounting in the channels 32 and 33, the 
crosshead 14 is formed as a plate 36 with edges 37 “and 
38 of such width and thickness as to form a sliding ?t in 
the channels 32 and 33. Preferably a transversely extend 
ing bracket 39 is also formed on the plate ‘36 of the 
crosshead 14 for cooperation with‘end 41 of ‘the ad 
justing screw 17. ‘ i p t , 

For securing the crimping rollers 15 and 16 to the 
crosshead 14, shoulder screws 42 ‘are provided somewhat 
similar to the screws 23 but having shallower cylindrical 
head portions 43. ‘One or two openings 44‘ are provided 
in the crosshead plate 36, according to whether one‘or 
two crimping rollers are used on the‘crosshead, to re 
ceive the threaded shank 27 and to permit the screw 42 
to be secured by the nut 29. ‘ ‘ 

‘ The adjusting screw 17 is mounted at the end of the 
base-plate 11 away from the rollers‘ 12 and 13. ‘For this 
purpose a suitable crossblock 45 may be formed in the 
base-plate 11, or as illustrated, preferably‘a separate 
crossblock is provided secured to the base-plate 11 by 
?athead screws 46. ~ ‘ ‘ r ‘ ‘ 

For enabling the adjusting screw‘ 17 to back‘ off the 
crosshead 14 ‘a shoulder screw 47 is provided having‘a 
?ange or shoulder portion 48 and a neck'or journal portion 
49 adapted to ?t loosely in an opening 51 in the bracket 39 
of the crosshead 14. The screw 47 has a threaded shank 
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52 threaded into a threaded axial socket 53 in the end 
41 of the screw 17. Left-handed threads may be em 
ployed to avoid loosening the screw 47. The head or 
handle 18 is secured to the screw 17 ‘in any desired manner 
as by ‘means of a threaded s'ock‘et 54 and a lock nut ‘55. , 
._ 'It will. be ‘observed that each of the ‘crimping rollers 
12 and 13, ‘which are mounted on the base-plate‘l-l, and 
therefore may be, referred to as stationary crimping .rol 
le'rs, 'is a crown roller having a crown or bulgingportion 
56 ‘between'two ‘cylindrical portions-‘57 and 158, the latter 
of ~slightly greater diameter, ‘say about .005” to about 
.015’? greater diameter, preferably :of the order'of about 
.010" greater diameter ‘than the former. The cylindrical 
portion 57 toward and seated-withiitsend face 60 against 
the'front surface '34. of the :plategll se‘rvesas 1a neck ‘or 
collar forc‘on?ning‘tlie skirt of the-?ttingduring crimping. 
In ‘the arrangement illustrated, the neck 157rhas somewhat 
greater axial length than-thecylindrical vportion-58. , 

The'cf'owned crimping rollermeans 135‘, ‘16,-‘on'the1cr‘oss 
head .14, ‘:which move laterally ‘with; the ' crosshead '14 :and 
may therefore. ‘be referred to ' as vInova'ble * crimping :roller 

means, also comprise r‘er'ow'n ‘roliersfe'ach with aicrown for 
bulging portio'rr59 correspondingin shape- and-tsize itoath'e 
crowns 56 of the rollers 12 and :13,"and’-Zlj'CYiihdI‘iG?ljPOF 
‘Lion. ;61 "corresponding in ‘length ‘and diameter to, 'Ythe 
cylindricalrportion ‘58 ofthe {stationary ‘crimping rollers/r12 
an'dr13. However; not portion cdrrespondin‘g'tto»the}, cylin 
drical-portiony57 , of ‘the crimping ‘rollers r12 ,andL-13 tis 
‘neededfa‘nd, ‘end,- faces -67.i~of the v'crossheadarollers r15 - ‘and 
--16::se'at against -_-‘front' surface ‘68 of‘the‘cr'osshe‘ad. iThe 
plate-portion 36 'of1thescrosshead‘l4‘serves as aspace'rIand 
provides the requisite axialgdisplacement'of the-crowns 
59jof‘the-n1‘ovable rollers-12 and-"13 'so' that the- crimping 
'rollerjcrowns 56~and 59-:arethe'samei'distanceifrom the 
front surface 34 vof the base-plate 1*1'tand are symmetric 
with respect to acommonqplane of‘ rotation‘ which isialso 
the, rotationaleplane of the ?xed rollers r12, “"13. , . 

_ The‘relationship between-the diameters of the'roller 
portions€56~ and 58;a‘nd‘ likewise the‘v roller porti6ns=59t and 
6,1 is~ such, that‘ the ?tting‘ 19 “will'be crimped‘ to‘ the ‘desired 
extent with the cylindrical portions 58 and"61=:of the 
:crimping,v rollers bearing "against the external “later-absur 
face'62-Qf'the tubular/p-?tting ‘19. However, those-dimen 
sions of the rollerswhich-are- toward the surface 3410f 
the base-plate 11 from '_ the plane-"of -~the'crests\ of the 
roller crowns‘ areprefera'blyrelieved in order'tozavoid 
kinking,- eutting,;notching or otherwise "weakeningathe 
portion-of the surface» of the ?exible hose‘ or ‘other’ tubing 1 
'22 where the end 63 of the skirt 64 of the ?tting¥19 ‘bears 
against the; tubing ‘22. 1 Nevertheless the cylindricallcollar 
‘or neck57'is provided on'each- of the ?xed‘ 1'o'llers'1122and 
,13'and the relationshipbetween' the dimensions of r the 
‘various .portions?aof .zthe ‘ crimping ‘rollers ‘are T suchr’as to 
avoid ?aringiof the skirti-6l4- of the'?tting 19. 
,, Preferably the diameter of the ?are preventing-‘neckl57 
of the rollers 12 and 13 is less than thelfdiameter of the 
cylindrical portions 58* and ;61 ‘of the"rolle'rs;12, 13,15 
and ,_1,6_. Moreover, vthe radius‘ offvthetl'part' 6540f, the 
crownj56, (9r59p) 'of-vthe crimping ‘rollers 12, 13, (15‘and 
16) asidenti?ed for, sake of illustration‘in Fig. 15,: which 
‘crown part- is; toward, the baseplate 11 and, therefore, to 
.ward the open end‘ of ‘the skirt 64 of the ?tting,:-is -re 
‘lievedhwith respect ‘to the radius of other-part 66-‘ of 'the 
crown 56 (or 59). ' The radii of‘the longitudinal section 
as illustrated in Figs.»-2;and 5‘may1be maderdiiferent in 

_‘ the curves ide?niriguthe _ crown ' parts 165 and ‘66. For ‘ex 
ilparnplethe radiusjof the 'crownpart 65 is‘preferably. greater 
‘thanmthe radius‘of ‘the crown, part '66., The “surface 
curvaturesof the crowns 56. and 59 oflthe .crirnp‘ing'rollers 
'12, 13, 15 and 16, independently of the‘diiferentrdi-ameters 
of the cylindrical portions 57, 58$and61-pof ’these rollers, 
provide- certain reliefs} which tend-to :avoid~ kinkingi'of 
tubing by the end-'63 of'the ‘skirt 64rof=the ?tting 19tar’1d 
promoteayoidanceo??are ofr-the‘skirt'i64. . v ‘V . . 

The distance betweenlower edge .71 ‘ofzthe erosshead 
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4. 
14 and the axis of the threaded screw shank 27 is pref 
erably less than the radius of the cylindrical necks 57 of 
the stationary crimping rollers 12 and 13 in order that the 
principal radial pressure contact between the skirt 64 and 
the parts of the crimping tool will be with the neck 
portions 57 of the crimping rollers 12 and 13, thus avoid 
ing frictional engagement between the skirt 64 and the 
edge 71 of the crosshead 14. However, the edge 71 of 
the cros‘s‘he‘ad ‘14 may be employed if desired for con 
?ning the .skirt 64 of the ?tting 19,. r 

In utilizing the crimping "tool, the tubing 22 is ?rst 
inserted into ‘the ?tting 319., preferably bringing ‘the parts 
into the opening .31 in the baserplate 11 and the end 63 
of the skirt 64 is'brou‘g‘ht‘?ush with the front face 34 of 
the plate 11 in order that a crimp 72 will be formed in 
the ?tting 19 at a desired uniform distance from the end 
63 of the skirt 64. For accomplishing such uniform lo 
cation, locating ‘stop ‘members .73 .and ‘74 are provided 
which are pivotally‘mounte'd atithesame endofthe "base 
plate 11 as the stationary crimping vrollers '12 and 13 
at the corners of ‘the .base-iplate 11 as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The locating stop members 73 and 74 are in the form 

of anglemembers ‘each having an arm v75 (Fig.7) with a 
hole 76 thereintdreeeive'apivotsinthe form'of a shoulder 
head mounting screw '77t-threaded ‘in vthe base-plate 11. 
There isia secondr'arm l7:8.1formed withta transversely ‘ex 
tending block portion79 :adapted to extend transversely 
into 'the i‘cutaway' ‘portion LOT" opening :31. in ‘the base-block 
11. It will be observed that the angle members or'arms 
'7-3 and 74 slide along-backrs‘ur'face 7010f the base-plate 
=11‘asrtheypivot-around thexpiv‘otlrscrews '77 while ‘the 
block portions 79wextend‘stoward-th'e ‘frontisurface 340i 
the, base-platen and=are1of isuch dimensions ,thatrtheir 
facess80 lie in theisamefplaneiaslthe front surface 34 
of the base-plate-l'l. 

.- Preparatory 1to¢crirnping a: ?tting and'uniting it with a 
length; of Itube 22,‘ the ! ?ttin'g,19 {is ‘-rsecu'red Eat. .a ‘suitable 
location as on a bench by means of a vise or preferably by 
using "a jig. mounted in an‘ opening riril the'topé'of‘ the’ bench 
adapted ‘to receive a hexagonal‘nut iportion i81 of the 
?tting-19~loos‘ely to:.prev'en1: itsfrotati'on. 1'With"‘the:crjoss 
!headi1'.4 of‘ the tool backed o?nbyi'reverseirotation of-' the 
handle =1’8,@.the"tool: is cthen placed around the ?tting 119 
with the‘? frontrface 3420f thewbaseéplate :11 ‘toward ‘the 
nut portion 81 of thee?ttingr-and'fwithfthe 1. locating~stop 
members 73 and 74in thQ'POSiliOILShOWIllIT Fig. .1. The 
tool then rests on the‘ edge'r63tof'. the‘? ?tting 119 with the 
surfaces80of the stop ‘members 73.xandl 741. serving'as'stops 
resting‘ion ther?ttingi-endx63 éartd‘?xing the‘ location'of the 
‘crowns 56- and‘. ‘5910f the crimPingr'rollets @with1 respect ‘ to 
they skirt. ?of , the ?tting-z 19. 

The mmvabler crimping rollers ~115I-and '16 "are 'then 
.broughttiinto; position by; advancingi‘the@crosshead' 14 by 
means of the ladjustingzscrew‘handlei18. The ‘end ‘of‘the 
length of hofseor. otherwtnbing. 22r1is then rinserte'd‘rin‘the 
?tting 19 around its; central‘. core ‘83. The.’ tool 'is'jthere 
after rotated around the axisof'thex?tting 19 while-pro 
rgres?sively drawing in ‘the-movable; crimpingirollers 15 
and 16 by further rotation ofvthechandle-‘l?- of the ad 
justing screw‘ 17 , around/the‘: axisvof; thesadju'stingi'screw 
17,’ whileialso‘ revolvingv the-1 tool bodily'lbyizmeans 10f ‘its 
_handle"18 ‘around the axis’ ofz-thev?ttingc19. When the 
?tting- 19 has been fully crimped zbygproducing: the‘ con 
formation “illustrated in Fig.4,» the‘sorosshead 14 is backed 
off by reversing the- rotationrrofrtheiahandle.18 and the 
'locating'arms 73 and 74 are‘swungroutwardvsozas toblear 
the tubing 22 and the ?tting 19*Whereupon‘the:tubing122 
and the '?tting» 19, fwhichzéhas-{bee‘nattachedtd. it- may be 
lifted out from the bench-andwthe "jig‘vholdingthelnut 
portion 81' of the-?tting- 19, :after ‘which the s'ameE'pro 
‘cedure may‘ be repeated with another ?ttingé‘andxlength 
of tubing. 
‘The crimping ‘rollers 12,-: 13,":15'and 161 areso mounted 

that the bulging portions'ror;crowns?56z>andi59 are all‘ithe 
\isame idista?ceiifr‘drriiithe isurfacef'34iofythe?base-plate 11 



and ,means'are provided for retaining the skirt 64 of the 
?tting 19 without ?aring. However, the invention is not 
limited to the speci?c structure described nor to the neck 
or collar 57 being integral with the crown 56. For ex~ 
ample, as illustrated in Fig. 6, a separate crown roller 84 
and collar 85 may be provided, both rotatable upon the 
head of the shoulder screw 23. In this manner thesta 
tionary crown rollers 84 and the movable crown rollers 
42 are identical and the stocking of parts for replacement 
is simpli?ed. 

’ The ledges 35 overhanging the channels 32 and 33 ex» 
tend further in the direction perpendicular to the surface 
34 of the base-plate 11 than the middle of any of, the 
crowns ‘56 or 59 of the crown crimping rollers‘so that 
rigid support of the crimping rollers is provided, assuring 
constancy of the spacing of the crimp 72 from the end of 
each ?tting and assuring that the axes of the crimping 
rollers will remain parallel to each other and perpendicu 
lar to the base-plate 11. 3 

In accordance with the patent statutes the principles of 
the present invention may be utilized in various ways, 
numerous modi?cations and alterations being contem 
plated,‘ substitution of parts and changes in construction 
being resorted to as desired, it being understood that the 
embodiments shown in the drawings and described above 
are given merely for purposes of explanation and illus 
tration without intending to limit the scope of the claims 
to the speci?c details disclosed. ‘ a‘ i 

What I claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent of 
the United States is: t . 

l. A crimping tool for tube ?ttings comprising in com 
bination a substantially rectangular base plate having a 
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central cut away portion providing a through opening for , 
receiving a tube ?tting, the base plate having ?rst and 
second ends each spaced from the cut away portion, front 
and back surfaces, and inwardly directed channels along 
two sides of the base plate on the front surface, a cross 
head ‘having edges slidably ?tting in said channels, crimp 
ing roller means mounted on the crosshead symmetrical 
with respect to the crosshead and the base plate, crimp 
ing roller means mounted on the base plate at the ?rst end 
symmetrical with respect to the base plate, whereby the 
roller means mounted on the base platerand the roller 
means mounted on the crosshead are symmetrical with 
respect to each other, one of said base plate and crosshead 
crimping roller . means comprising circular toroidally 
curved crown means and a coaxial cylindrical means for 
con?ning the skirt of a received tube ?tting during a 
crimping operation, the circular crown having an axial 
length greater than its radial extent outwardly of the 
cylindrical surface generated by the cylindrical skirt con 
?ning means, a block at the second end of the base plate, 
said block having a threaded opening therein the axis of 
which is longitudinal with respect to the base plate, an 
adjusting screw threaded through the block opening and 
atone end rotatably secured to the crosshead, whereby 
the crimping roller means carried by the crosshead may 
be forced relatively toward the crimping roller means 
carried by the base plate to clamp therebetween a tube 
?tting received in the through opening of the base plate 
and‘ whereby the crosshead crimping roller means may 
be backed off after crimping such tube ?tting, the sym 
metrically mounted roller means on the base plate coact 
ing with the symmetrically mounted roller means on the 
crosshead to locate the received tube ?tting in predeter 
mined position centrally in the base plate opening and 
clear of the walls of such opening and to retain such ?t 
ting in such central position as the tool is relatively ro 
tated about the ?tting in a crimping operation, and the 
cylindrical skirt con?ning means being held against the 
skirt of a crimped tube ?tting during such relative rota 
tion of the crimping roller means of the crosshead and 
of the base plate about the tube ?tting whereby to pre 
vent ?aring of such skirt. 

‘ l 2.‘ A_ crimping tool as in claim 1 wherein the crimping 
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6 
roller means carried by the crosshead comprises a ?rst‘ 
pair of crimping rollers and the crimping roller means 
on the base plate comprises a second pair of crimping 
rollers. 

3. A crimping tool as in claim 1 wherein the crimping 
roller means on the base-plate has a substantially cylin-‘ 
drical neck portion and a bulging crown portion of 
greater radius with respect to the axis of the crimping 
roller means than the cylindrical neck portion and con 
forming substantially to a portion of a toroidal surface, 
the radius of the longitudinal section of the crimping 
roller means in the bulging portion being relieved toward 
said‘ cylindrical portion of the roller means to avoid ?ar 
ing of the end of the ?tting. 

4. A crimping tool for tube ?ttings, as in claim 1, 
wherein the crimping roller means on the base-plate has 
?rst and second cylindrical portions and a bulging crown 
portion of greater radius in between the cylindrical por 
tions, ‘serving to crimp the ?tting, the ?rst cylindrical por 
tion toward the base-plate serving to con?ne the skirt at 
the end of the ?tting and the second cylindrical portion 
serving to ?t against the uncrimped portion of the ?tting. 
adjacent to the crimped portion on the opposite side from 
the skirt, and the crimping roller means on the crosshead 
has a‘ bulging crown portion corresponding to the crown 
portion of the crimping roller means on the base-plate, 
and a cylindrical portion corresponding to the second 
cylindrical portion of the roller means on the base-plate. 

5. A crimping tool as in claim 4 wherein the radius 
of the second cylindrical portion of the crimping roller 
means‘ on the base-plate exceeds the radius of the ?rst 
cylindrical portion for con?ning the ?tting skirt, whereby 
the skirt of the ?tting is effectively con?ned without ?aring 
thereof or kinking of tubing in the ?tting, the crimping 
roller means on the crosshead having a bulging crown 
portion conforming in shape and dimension to the bulging 
crown portion of the crimping roller means on the base 
plate. 

‘ 6. Apparatus as in claim 5 wherein the radius of the 
bulging crown portions of the crimping roller means are 
relieved toward the base-plate and the crosshead for pro 
moting avoidance of ?are of the skirt of the ?tting being 
crimped. 

7. A crimping tool for tube ?ttings comprising in com 
bination a base-plate, ?rst crimping roller means sym 
metrically mounted on the base-plate with axes perpen 
dicular to the plane of the base-plate, a crosshead slid 
able on the base-plate and carrying second crimping roller 
means adapted to cooperate with the ?rst crimping roller 
means, means for adjusting the position of the crosshead, 
swinging stop members adapted to be brought into posi 
tion between the ?rst crimping roller means and the cross 
head crimping roller means for locating a tube ?tting and 
adapted to be swung away from said position for releasing 
a tube ?tting, said crimping roller means having bulging 
crown portions with peripheries adapted to contact the 
periphery of a tube ?tting to be crimped for producing 
a crimp therein with the radius of the bulging crown por 
tion being greater at one end than at the other end, one 
of said crimping roller means being provided with means 
adjacent the small radius portion of the crown thereof 
for con?ning the skirt of the tube ?tting to be crimped and 
avoiding ?are thereof. 

8. A crimping tool for tube ?ttings comprising in com 
bination a base-plate, ?rst crimping roller means sym 
metrically mounted on the base-plate with :axes perpen 
dicular to the plane of the base-plate, a crosshead slid 
able on the base~plate and carrying second crimping roller 
means adapted to cooperate with the ?rst crimping roller 
means, said crimping roller means having bulging crown 
portions with peripheries adapted to contact the periphery 
of a tube ?tting to be crimped for producing a crimp 
therein with the radius of the bulging crown portion of 
the crimping roller means being greater at one end than 
at the other end, one of said crimping roller means com 
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prising a pair of crimping rollers and one of the crimping 
roller means being provided with means adjacent the 
crown portion for con?ning the skirt of the tube fitting 
to be crimped and avoiding ?are thereof. 

9‘. A crimping tool for tube ?ttings comprising in com 
bination a base-plate having a central cutaway portion, 
?rst and second ends beyond the cutaway portion, front 
and back surfaces, and‘ inwardly directed channels along 
two sides of the base-plate on the front surface, a cross 
head having edges slidably- ?tting in said channels, a pair 
of‘ crimping rollers rotatably mounted on said base-plate 
at the ?rst end thereof, crimping roller means. rotatably 
mounted on said crosshead, said crimping rollers, and. 
crimping roller means including crowns, a ‘crossblock at 
the second end of said base~plat,c,, said crossblock having 
a threaded opening therein with an axis longitudinal with. 
respect to said base-plate, an adjusting screw threaded 
into said threaded opening, rotatabl'y secured to said 
crosshead whereby, when the tool is rotated around a 
tube ?tting, the crimping roller means carried by the 
crosshead may be forced toward’ the said pair of crimping 
rollers on the base-plate and against the tube ?tting- to be 
crimped, and, may‘ be backed off when the crimping has 
been accomplished, said inwardly directed channels being 
formed by overhanging ledge portions extending, from 
the front surface ofv the base-plate in‘ a direction perpen 
dicular thereto further than the distance from the front 
surface of‘ the base-plate to the middle of‘ the said‘ crowns 
of‘ the crimping rollers. 

10. A crimping tool for tube ?ttings comprising in com 
bination a base plate having a central through opening to 
receive a tube ?tting to be crimped, said base plate having 
means de?ning a pair of spaced parallel channels disposed 
on opposite sides of the through opening in confronting 
relation to one another, crimping roller means rotatably 
mounted on the base plate intermediate the channels in 
overhanging relation to the through opening, a crosshead 
carried by the base plate and guided in the channels for 
rectilinear sliding movement across the through opening 
toward and away from the crimping roller means, crimp 
ing roller means rotatably mounted on the crosshead and 
overhanging the crosshead and the through opening for 
engaging a tube ?tting disposed in such opening, the 
roller means on the base plate comprising a circular radi 
ally‘ projecting crown, the roller means on the crosshead 
also comprising a circular radially projecting crown, the 
radial crowns of the base plate and crosshead roller means 
being disposed in a common plane, one of said roller 
means also comprising a substantially cylindrical ele 
ment coaxial to and of less diameter than the circular 
crown of the corresponding roller means, said cylindrical 
element being engageable. with the skirt of a tube, ?tting‘ 
being crimped between the roller means of the base, plate 
and of the crosshead in a normal crimping operation to 
con?ne such skirt and prevent ?aring thereof during the 
crimping operation, operating means. connecting the. cross 
head to the base plate, said operating means being actuat 
able in one direction for advancing the crosshead toward 
the crimping roller means on the base. plate for clamping 
between the base plate crimping roller means, and the 
crosshead crimping roller means a tube ?tting; disposed 
in the through opening, and said operating means being 
actuatable in a reverse direction to withdraw the cross 
head in releasing a crimped tube ?tting. 

11. A crimping tool for tube ?ttings comprising in 
combination a base plate having a, central through open 
ing to receive a tube ?tting to be crimped, said, base plate 
having means de?ning a pair of, spaced parallel channels 
disposed on opposite sides of the through opening in 
confronting relation to onev another, the through opening 
being located wholly within the limits established by the 
ends‘ of the channels, crimping roller means rotatably 
mounted on the base plate intermediate, the channels in 
overhanging relation to the through opening,‘ a. Cross 
head carried by the base plate and guided in the chan 
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8 
nels for rectilinear sliding movement across, the through. 
opening toward‘ and away from the crimping roller means, 
crimping roller means rotatably mounted‘ on the cross 
head and overhanging the crosshead and the through 
opening for engaging al'tube ?tting disposed in such open 
ing, the. roller means on the ‘base plate comprising Ira: 
circular radially projecting; crown, the roller means on the. 
crosshead also ‘comprising a circular radially projecting‘ 
crown, the radial crowns of the base plate and cross 
head roller means being disposed in a common. plane, 
one of said roller means also comprising a substantially 
cylindrical element coaxial to and of‘ less diameter than 
the circular crown of the corresponding roller means, 
said- cylindrical element being‘ engageable, with the skirt 
of a tube ?tting being crimped’between the roller means 
of the base plate and of the crosshead in a normal crimp;v 
ing operation to con?ne such skirt and prevent ?aring 
thereof during the crimping operation, operating means, 
connecting the crosshead to the base plate, said oper 
ating' means being actuatable in one direction for ad 
vancing the crosshead toward the crimping roller means 
on the base plate for clamping between the base plate 
crimping roller means and‘ the crosshead‘ crimping roll'en 
means a tube ?tting disposed in the through opening’, and 
said operating means being actuatable in a reverse direc 
tion to withdraw the crosshead in releasing a, cri'mpedi 
tube ?tting. 

12. Ina tool for crimping a tube ?tting having a thin 
walled substantially cylindrical skirt, the. tool being of the 
type in which the tube ?tting is clamped‘ between crowned’ 
roller means and relatively rotated so that the ?tting 
skirt is progressively deformed‘ radially inwardly in the 
formation of‘ an annular groove about the skirt to grip 
an internal tube, the improvement which comprises a 
crimping roll'erhaving a circular toroidally curved crown 
and- a pair of, substantially cylindrical control sections dis-. 
posed one on each; side of and‘ contiguousv to the crown, 
said’ control sections being coaxial to one another and 
to the crown and being, of less diameter than the crown’, 
the crown being relatively shallow radially and‘ having 
an axial length between the cylindrical, sections about 
twice its. radial height as measured outwardly of the 
cylindrical surface generated by either control section, 
whereby in a normal crimping operation the crown of 
the roller‘ is received to its full effective radial depth in 
said groove in the. skirt of the tube ?tting and the por 
tions of the skirt on each side of such groove are con 
?ned by the cylindrical control sections of the roller, 
and one of said cylindrical control sections being of slight 
ly greater curvature radius than the other whereby to 
effect a relatively tighter grip on the cylindrical skirt of 
a tube ?tting being crimped. 

13. In a tool for crimping a, tube. ?tting, having a thin 
walled‘ substantially cylindrical’ skirt, the tool‘ being of 
the type in which the tube ?tting clamped, between 
crowned roller means and relatively rotated so that the, 
?tting skirt is progressively deformed radially inwardly 
in the formation of an annular groove about the skirt to 
grip an internal tube, the improvement which comprises 
a crimping roller having a circular toroidally curved crown 
and a pair ofsnbstantially cylindrical control sections dis-. 
posed one. on each side of’ and contiguous to the. crown, 
said control sections being coaxial to one another and 
to the crown and being of less diameter than the, crown, 
the crown being relatively shallow radially and having an 
axial. length between the cylindrical sections about twice 
its radial height as measured outwardly of, the. cylindrical 
surface generated by either control section, whereby in a 
normal’ crimping operation the crown of the roller, is 
received to. its full effective radial depth in said groove 
in the skirt of the tube ?tting and the portions of the 
skirt on each side of such groove are con?ned by the 
cylindrical control sections of the; roller, one. of said 
cylindrical. control sections being, of; greater axial. length 
than the other, and one of ‘said cylindrical control sec 
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